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ABSTRACT
This thesis discusses the concepts and techniques I used while a
graduate student in painting and printmaking.
In the area of painting I have utilized many diverse methods and
materials.

I discuss the actual painting application and the special

surface I prepared to paint on.

In application, I dwelled on studying

the bleeding of one color through another with oil base paints.

I could

control the bleeding process by altering the application techniques
through the use of different applicators.

The special surface I prepared

was made up of styrofoam insulation board, lathe stripping and cotton
fabric.

The complete preparation of the painting surface is described in

this thesis.
In printmaking I have dwelled on concept rather than on technique
although I have utilized experimentation to my advantage in this process
as well and those individual techniques are mentioned.

The prints take

off on a theme of imaginative fantasies with realistic images put in
strange situations.

The prints are divided naturally into three areas

of conceptual growth, that of the strict paint run images to the land
scape narrative, and on to the implementation of the figure.
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EXPERIMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS IN PAINTING AND SERIGRAPHY
Introduction
As a graduate student I chose to develop myself as an artist in
the areas of serigraphy and painting.

Each medium is conceptually dif

ferent from the other though at times they have been quite similar.
have found one medium will often serve as a catalyst for another.

I
I

have allowed each medium to progress in its own natural way while com
bining the two or using interesting aspects of one in the other.

To

avoid confusion in my thesis I will discuss the results of printing and
painting separately.
My paintings are treatments of relationships of color, space, shape
and dimension.

The serigraphs, on the other hand, maintain a literal

quality, melding fantasy and realism into imaginary expressions.
Section I.

Painting

An experimental approach is evident in my work.
study of the interaction of oil base paints.

It began with the

The technical problems I

encountered were vast; they included such obvious difficulties as con
trolling the direction and intensity of the finished pieces and practi
cal troubles of studio space, expense and even the air conditions in re
lation to the drying of the works.
My first objective in the fall of 1974 was to find a lightweight
material on which to pour the paint.

The weight problem was major in

that each painting weighed as much as ninety pounds.

1

Two reasons for
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the large accumulation of weight are (1) the large amount of paint that
is poured on the surface and (2) the wood panel backing that the paint
is poured on.

A firm backing is necessary because a stretched canvas

surface would give making a thick build up of paint crack.

Also, I

needed the firm surface in the actual painting process because they were
done oh the floor and a stretched surface would sag in the middle.
Below is a picture of a large black and white enamel painting.

To

do this particular piece I used five quarts of enamel, four two-foot
square pieces of quarter-inch masonite, which was assembled with 2 x 2
inch pine which accounts for the heavy frame.

This particular piece is

no longer in existence, the individual panels cracked when exposed to
extreme cold temperature.

"Untitled"

Oil Enamel 54" x 54"
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During the winter of 1975 I found a lightweight backing to use in
my painting.

I had tried surfaces such as aluminum, paper and plastic.

The aluminum was expensive and limited in size.
bilities but the expense was again a drawback.

The plastic had possi
I also found that

thickly applied paint wouldn't dry thoroughly because the surface wouldn't
breathe.

The surface I turned to was styrofoam insulation board.

It

has bad characteristics in that it is brittle and is easily dissolved
by oil base paints and cleaning solvents, but positive points were that
it is lightweight and can be pieced together easily making it possible
to do almost any size and shape.

Styrene will also not mildew, mold

or warp and is a time saver in that it eliminates stretcher building.
Another virtue was that the cost of this material is low.

My first ex

perience with styrene as a surface was with a painting I titled "Enamel
Fantasy."

Remembering that oil paints and solvents dissolve the styrene,

I sealed the surface with water base paints, but not satisfactorily,
parts of the painting surface were eroded by the solvents.

The finished

painting had sunken areas in its surface as a result which gave the
paintings an additional dimension.
I did two more paintings during the fall of 1975 successfully
sealing the styrene I had used as a final sealer.

I was happy with

the end results, but I had my doubts as to its overall durability.

My

doubts were justified for not much time had passed and both paintings
were damaged by normal handling.
About this time I learned of a new method from Mr. John Colt, a
visiting artist in Visual Arts, to be used with cotton fabrics.

The basic

premise was that when cotton cloth is wet and left to dry the sizing
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"Enamel Fantasy"

Oil Enamel 3' x 5'

works as a glue, adhering the cloth to a surface.

I therefore wet cotton

muslin and stretched it over a sheet of styrene surface.

The cloth ad

hered and stretched itself flat to the styrene surface.

After almost two

years the process had finally come together.

The system that had evolved

to prepare a surface for painting is as follows:

(1) Styrene is cut and

glued, (2) muslin is soaked and stretched over surface, and (3) the sur
face is then primed with water base sealers.
In the fall of 1974, I was trying to perfect bleeding processes,
but found the air in the Hughes Fine Art Center to be too dry.

This pre

vented me from utilizing old methods because I had relied on high hu
midity.

Again I had to adjust to my surroundings, so I experimented with

thin layers of paint.

I used different spraying devices and hand made
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pouring devices for paint application.
sprayer worked best for my purposes.

I found that a rotary airless
It lightly drops the paint in large

or small quantities unto the surface resulting in very natural painted
blends.

With the use of the spray gun, my dripping device and pieces of

broken styrene I produced a series of paintings.
"Eclectica."

I titled the series

In the painting below I utilized different values of blue

and red.

"Eclectica II"

Oil Enamel 4' x 5'

In "Eclectica I" I used earthy colorations on a very neutral back•*

ground.

Both paintings are 48" x 60" in size.

I utilized a shadow effect to get the three dimensional quality.
This is achieved by overlapping sprays.

The pieces you see on the surface

are actually the first runs on the painting.

A piece of styrene is laid
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"Eclectica I"
on the surface, then the final application is made utilizing the oppo
site sprays for the shadow effect.

After the paint is dry and pieces of

styrene are removed, the illusion is complete.

From the initial experi

ments in which I found an adequate surface, to the present point in my
painting, I have been satisfied with the progress I have made.

Now,

with a good surface available I have become more concerned with concepts
of space, movement and color.

I have not achieved complete control of

this process, but I have not attempted to control every aspect.

The

progress I have made lately in painting has been partly due to the quali
ties intrinsic to the paint and bleeding or melding of colors and bleeding
or melding of colors and thickness.

As an artist, I feel the medium
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contains within it qualities that the final image itself must express.
As a result of two years of experimentation I feel I am on the threshold
of interesting ideas and paintings for the future.

So to end this section

may I say that I am now prepared to begin.
Section II.

"Printmaking'1

In this section I will refer to the content of my prints rather
than dwelling on the technical process of the medium.

I did develop

some innovative techniques in this area of my work, but overall the
methods I used are common knowledge to silkscreen printers.

In comparing

the painting and serigraphy at this point you'll see that I have strongly
stressed technique in painting over that of silkscreen.

My reason for

doing so is that I see the painting process as a self taught learning
experience is a totally different approach to painting where as seri
graphy has basic techniques that are used by many other artists.

There

fore I find the technical processes involved in my painting approach to
be more challenging to me than those of silkscreen.
I started serigraphy in the fall of 1974.

I had difficulties in

controlling reactions in my paintings and felt that through a photo pro
cess I could reproduce the paint run images on paper.

My first series

of prints were therefore centered around the paint images.
favorites at this time I titled "Stump."

One of my

It has a total of five printing

runs, each a different color resulting in a relatively simple print.
In this print I utilized a split fountain which is a term refer
ring to a blend of colors.

During this time I developed and completed

five prints but by January of 1975 the prints took on a vast change.
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"Stump"

25" x 19"

I still used the paint run image, but implemented realistic images in the
form of landscapes and mason jars.

The paint run image I had developed

became known as the "Xeno." "Xeno" according to the Random House
Dictionary of the English Language is a "learned borrowing from the
Greek meaning alien or strange used in formation of compound words."
The xeno or paint run was my strange unidentified object which was to
appear in realistic settings.
sition in the prints.

Canning jars represented images of oppo

Together they became for me a very exciting but
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bizarre concept.

Prints that come under this grouping were created from

January of 1975 to November of 1975.

"Xenofacation"

22" x 28"

"Xenofacation" involves the production of xenoes.
around the smoke coming from the stacks of a power plant.

It involved
I found that

if one can let his imagination run he could imagine seeing almost any
thing forming out of the smoke.
"Escape from Ball Tower" was another featured event in my world of
xenomania.

It centered around the desire to capture the unknown in

an effort to find the true identity of the xenos, but with little suc
cess for they band together and escape from the tower that held them.
The print "Pursuit by Ball Jar" also conveys the same feelings of being
apprehended.

"Escape from Ball Tower"

22" x 29"
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Technically these prints were successful for me.

Pursuit by

Ball Jar is more successful in the carrying out of an idea, being the
last of the three to be completed.

In my next print, Xeno's Revenge, I

implemented clouds in the background.

The print relates retaliation

to the atlas mason jars by the huge xeno which is again representing
the unknown.

The print was interesting to me because it brought about

an innovative technical exporation in the media.

Here I am referring

to the clouds in Xeno's Revenge.

"Xeno's Revenge"

18" x 26"

The clouds were the disappointing part of this print in that they
took much more work than the end result shows.

The clouds are hard to

convey in phtographic reproductions because of my working size and
their extreme subtlety.

To make the clouds more effective and realistic

I felt a half-tone was necessary.

Because of the added expense of the
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photo process I experimented with spray glues in the next weeks.

I found

that by spraying Lepage's glue onto the screen the glue would dry leaving
kinky lines that would print.

Once I had this working I returned to the

clouds for my next print titled "Kerr-ash," in which I used two colliding
Kerr mason jars.

"Kerr-ash"

20" x 24"

I printed a positive cloud scape and negative of the same scape
which involved the shadow areas that exist

in cloud forms.

I lastly

printed a combination of the positive and negative stencils with the
sprayed glue solution over the stencil.

The crackle effect worked as

a half tone over the positive and negative areas bringing them together
to form a realistic and believable cloud scape.

The print was my most

successful at this point, though it lacked in overall contrast.

It was
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an important development in my work and my next works naturally had
clouds in them.

"Relentless Pursuit11 was 36" x 18" consisting of three

small cloud scapes 12" x 18" in size.

In Mason Cities I implemented a

map for the landscape and groups of mason jars as cities on the map.
enjoyed doing both prints but both ideas were short lived.

I

My work was

to undergo a vast change, but before this change took place I made a
print titled Bicentennial Ball.

I had been using Ball jars and it just

so happened that the Ball Corporation had produced a bicentennial ball
jar which brought the idea to bloom.

This print was quite different

from others I had done and seemed appropriate to the season.

The print

was done on Arches Cover, the first print done on high quality paper.

"Bicentennial Ball"

25" x 19"

"Bicentennial Ball"

25" x 19"
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As I mentioned before, my next prints were to be quite different.
I utilized the human figure as a replacement for the Xeno in past
prints.

The figure added a strength to the prints, but nonetheless I

treated the print in the same manner.
figure in the prints.

I advanced by using myself as the

I have no explanation for putting myself in the

prints other than it seemed like the natural thing to do and further
exemplifies the amount of involvement I had in my work.
produce seven prints during this time.

I managed to

They follow in chronological order.

"Self-Contained" 18' x 18'

Self-Contained was the first print of this type.
of the landscape was to represent a mirror sheet of ice.
glass clear varnish to give an icy effect.

The bottom part
I used a
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"Biographical Reverie"

24" x 19"

I call Biographical Reverie my most successful print and my per
sonal favorite.
this piece.

The perspective is one of the strongest points about

My involvement with the flying jars is brought to a climax

in this print.
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"Mainstreet Revisited"

24" x 19"

This print simply states my feelings about the town I grew up in.
I feel the print is quite solid in concept and conveys something visually
about human experience.
I finished the series by reworking some old but effective ideas.
I'm referring to Pursuit by Ball Jar and Escape from Ball Tower.

I

thought it would be interesting to redo the prints with figures.
Pursuit by Ball Jar II takes on humorous qualities for me, with
the figures in the setting.
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"Pursuit by Ball Jar II"

22" x 28"

"Escape from Ball Tower II"

22" x 27"
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Escape from Ball Tower takes on an element of mystery to me.
colors are quite different and values are extreme.

The

I utilized the hue

of Red Violet to add to the strongness of this event.
I was quite satisfied with my work up to this time and felt I
had exhausted this particular theme.

I had thoroughly involved myself

in the medium of serigraphy learning every aspect of the process that
the facilities would permit.

I find that in printmaking I tend to lean

toward concepts of a literal quality.

Either by creating a piece that

catches a movement of a particular event, however imaginary, by making
a statement about a person, place, or thing.

This attitude, I believe,

will continue for some time in my work because of the natural way my
ideas have been working into finished pieces.
Cone!usion
My thesis to this point has discussed the two areas of artistic
expression which I have studied during my graduate work.

However, I

feel this is an appropriate place for me to relate my feelings about why
I am an artist and what I hope to accomplish by pursuing this career.
The most obvious question is what I believe an artist to be.

I

feel an artist is one who conceives and executes works of aesthetic
value.

I feel I have grown immensely as an artist these past two years.

My technical growth is evident, but more important, I have improved
conceptually.
I have chosen such a profession for the creative independence it
allows me to express my personal thoughts, experiences and opinions.
It is a means of expression in which I excel in comparison to verbal
or written forms of communication.

I have been successful in expressing
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myself in various prints but my favorites include "Bicentennial Ball,"
"Biographical Reverie," and "Mainstreet Revisited."

I believe an artist

to be successful when the objectives in his work are communicated to his
audiences.
During the past two years I have reacted honestly with my conceptual
ideas through the media I have utilized.
two media, I feel, is an asset for me.

The fact that I have worked in
I have found it useful to have a

different medium to turn to if another becomes frustrating for a time.
The fact that one medium is received more warmly than another is of no
significance as long as I am satisfied with both.

I have found that each

medium reacts well with my conceptual interests which have naturally come
from past experiences.

The painting, for example, comes from being exposed

to various painting surfaces and materials as a commercial construction
painter.

I have come to appreciate large areas of surface and textures

as a result of this experience and combining these influences with the ex
periences in the interaction of oil base paints.

I became totally

absorbed with the materials and the experimental attitudes involved in
this style of painting.

It is completely abstract and organic relying

on the materials and my manipulation for success.
It is in the silkscreen medium that I am able to express myself in
another way--fantisized realism.

If there is an idea I wish to stimulate

thought about it is in this medium I will express it.
In my present series of serigraphs I find myself commenting on
various aspects of society which I find amusing, distasteful or on which
comments simply need to be made.

This is another aspect in the growth of

any artist, be he in the visual arts, music, literature, or any other
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expression.

After attaining a technical proficiency in his own area

and expressing his thoughts and feelings about things near him, he then
seeks to reach a wider scope until the object of his expression has more
universal appeal.

There is a vast amount of work between the point that

a person says he is going to be an artist till the day he reaches a high
level of artistic achievement.

